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ŚRÓDKA
The lives of Śródka’s historic residents were
a struggle against all odds: they constantly
strived to improve their living conditions and
protect their rights. Their plight was the most
desperate at the turn of the 20th century.
Interestingly, rather than making the residents
apathetic, the day-to-day challenges inspired
them to seek change and take action. This is
when they acquired their sense of community, as
its members took matters into their own hands
rather than waiting for outside help. Śródka
residents deserve credit for having achieved
their goal by working together and displaying
outstanding determination and willpower.
1 PORTA POSNANIA
1a THE CATHEDRAL LOCK

A fortiﬁed ring encircled Śródka, stunting
the District’s development and worsening
the living conditions
of its residents.
2

stock fell into disrepair and was in urgent need of renovation.
Their owners lodged numerous petitions to the authorities
complaining of the trials and tribulations to which they were
subjected by existing laws. They demanded that the useless
fortiﬁcations which stood in the way of Śródka’s development
be demolished. Their wish was ﬁnally granted in 1910 and in
following years.
The dismantling of the
Cathedral Lock did not
extend to its western
bridgehead. Today,
the Lock forms a part
of Porta Posnania.

2
3

The building is part of the stronghold which the Prussian
authorities erected in Poznań in the 19th century. The city’s
life took a back seat to defensive priorities, which prevented any refurbishment and construction of buildings on and
around stronghold grounds. Meanwhile, Śródka’s housing

3

THE TRAM LINE
THE BISHOP JORDAN BRIDGE

Poznań’s ﬁrst tram line was opened in 1880. However,
trams only went as far as the Cathedral, which marked the
symbolic limits of Poznań. Although ofﬁcially incorporated
into Poznań in 1800, Śródka was marginalised by the city
hall. Its residents called on the authorities to speed up de-
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Porta Posnania
Cathedral Lock
Tram line
Bishop Jordan Bridge
Tenement house at Ostrówek Street
St. Margaret Church
Former House of the Philippine Congregation
Providence Home
Former Royal School for the Deaf and Mute
St. Casimir Church and the former Reformist Monastery
Former elementary school
The Royal-Imperial Route
secondary route: Śródka district
tram stop on the Royal Imperial-Route
lifering
tourist information
Poznań City Bike station
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5
The Bridge was dismantled
in the 1960s, following the
construction of a nearby
expressway. The present
bridge dates back to 2007.
4

velopment and raise the standard of living in the District.
They fought a long battle for the construction of a new iron
bridge to replace a dilapidated wooden traverse. Upon the
project’s completion in 1905, it ﬁnally became possible
to extend the tramline all the way to Śródka. Several years
later, the local community won its ﬁght for a sewage system
and gas lighting.
The tramline connected
Śródka with the Old Market
Square and the Railway
Station.
5
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THE TENEMENT HOUSE AT OSTRÓWEK STREET

ST. MARGARET CHURCH

Parish churches were commonly considered to be their
town’s showcases and symbols of their residents’ aspirations. Therefore, on two occasions at the turn of the 20th
Renovation work was
extended to include
the wall that once
surrounded the Church
cemetery. This is the only
remaining historic sight
of its kind.

8

century, Śródka dwellers refurbished this oldest building
in the District after it had fallen into disrepair. To restore
it, they held public fundraisers and used the money to renew the interiors and outer walls. They put a cross at the top
and even wanted to restore the tower. Today, the 15th-century church towers over Śródka Market Square, occupying
what used to be the centre of this town dating back to the
13th century. For centuries, the Square was the focal point
for local trade. Towards the end of the 20th century, the
Śródka community showed their enterprising spirit by
opening various service establishments in the Square.

In the late 19th century, Śródka was in a sorry condition.
Its houses were crumbling, eroded by repeated floods,
and their repair was largely blocked by defensive regulations. Housing there was overcrowded, and the living
standards appalling. This all changed after the fortress
Ostrówek Street was
frequently ﬂooded by
the river. Between 1830
and 1909, water ﬁlled the
street fourteen times.
6

and flood dikes were levelled, in part by the hands of Śródka residents themselves. Starting in the early 20th century, the former one-storey buildings were gradually replaced by city tenement houses. One such building is the
1904 townhouse at ul. Ostrówek 10/11. While its ground
floor was rented to service establishments, the upper floors housed
flats with living rooms on the street
side and bedrooms in the back. The
kitchen and other utility rooms were
placed in an outbuilding.
Śródka residents viewed a tenement
house ﬂat as a symbol of social advancement.
7
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The southern end of
the Square survived for more than
seven centuries until an
expressway was built
right through its middle
in the 1960s.
9

THE FORMER HOUSE
OF THE PHILIPPINE CONGREGATION
7 THE PROVIDENCE HOME

6

The turn of the 20th century in Śródka was a time of philanthropy. It was then that a number of social organizations
were established to care for the poor, the elderly, the sick
and orphans. In 1848, the former Philippine building was
used to set up as a home for children orphaned during
a cholera epidemic that had ravaged the city. Two separate
homes were set up, one for male and one for female senior
citizens. One of them, the Providence Home, was located
at ul. Bydgoska 6/7. It
housed a soup kitchen
The Philippine Congregation House dates to
ca. 1780. Its right wing
was added in 1900
to house an orphanage.
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CHWALISZEWO

which handed out meals to the poor
on a daily basis. The young could
take advantage of other meal centres and Poznań’s ﬁrst charity organisation to teach manual dexterity through the arts and crafts.
The Philippines ﬁrst arrived in Śródka in 1665. A chapel and an altar honouring their patron, St. Philip Neri,
were built in St. Margaret Church.

11

THE FORMER ROYAL SCHOOL
FOR THE DEAF AND MUTE
9 ST. CASIMIR CHURCH AND THE FORMER
REFORMIST MONASTERY
10 THE FORMER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
8

The Royal School for the Deaf and Mute was opened as early
as 1832. The school offered educational opportunities
to hearing-impaired children. The institution operates to this
day, and is one of Europe’s oldest organisations of its kind. Another educational project was carried out at the initiative of
Śródka residents, who demanded that a new primary school
be built for their children. The school was constructed in 1886.
Śródka children no longer had to cross the Warta to reach their
school and instead could attend one of Poznań’s most advanced
educational institutions right in
their own neighbourhood.
The school for the hard of
hearing was housed in the
former Reformist Monastery. The Reformist monks
constructed it along with the
church in the 17th century.

12

The Warta River, which cuts across Poznań,
provided its residents with many opportunities.
They have tapped its potential and sought to
tame its wild nature. By the late 19th century,
Poznań’s economy had come to depend
heavily on the river. A number of projects were
directly associated with the Warta, all of which
constituted successive stepping stones towards
creating a modern city. The residents’ strategy
was to choose tools that would help them
achieve their goals as soon as possible.
11 THE FORMER CHWALISZEWO BRIDGE
In 1800, the administrative limits of Poznań were expanded to incorporate the previously autonomous areas of
Chwaliszewo, Cathedral Island and Śródka. The rapidly
growing city needed a new bridge across the Warta. The

13

This view of Chwaliszewo is now history. The
district lost its tenement
houses to World War II
devastation. The bridge
itself was dismantled
after the Warta became
regulated.

ﬁrst iron bridge to replace the
existing wooden structure was completed in 1878. Once
in place, the bridge helped expedite trafﬁc along a crucial

CHWALISZEWO
11.
12.
13.
14.

Former Chwaliszewo Bridge
Old Warta River bed and sections of the ﬂood wall
Former river port – transhipment facility
Former Grobla Gasworks, Waterworks
and Power Station

The Royal-Imperial Route
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secondary route: Chwaliszewo district
tram stop on the Royal Imperial-Route
lifering
Poznań City Bike station
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Follow the route treaded by forty generations of
Poznań inhabitants. You will reach locations which
tell astonishing stories. You will encounter historic
sites and ﬁgures that have witnessed the city’s history.
You will learn about the lives of people whose
ambitions, dreams and needs drove them to make
Poznań what it is today. How did they manage
to achieve such goals?
History shows us that to act is human nature.
People constantly change themselves and the world
around them. They set and pursue new goals. This is
the only way to progress and reach for the crown.

Today, the site is crossed by
Wielka Street. Fragments of
the right-bank bridgehead can
still be seen near the cross.

route connecting Berlin and
Warsaw.

14

12 THE OLD WARTA RIVER BED

AND SECTIONS OF THE FLOOD WALL
Wielkopolska industrialists and farmers needed a gateway
to the world. They chose the Warta as a route for shipping
locally manufactured goods. In 1873, a Warta regulation
project was launched to make the river navigable. The project formed part of a larger plan for expanding Prussia’s
watercourse network. The river offered an affordable and
easy route to the capital city of Berlin and the seaports of
Szczecin and Hamburg.

15

In 1968, to improve ﬂood
control and with the river
port already shut down,
the city ﬁlled the river
bed section that cut into
developed areas.

The Warta provided Poznań with income, however, it also posed a serious threat. To avoid ﬂood disasters, a major project
was carried out in Chwaliszewo in the early 20th century
to artiﬁcially elevate the
island and erect massive
dikes and ﬂood walls.
Parts of the ﬂood wall
can still be seen along
Czartoria Street.
16

13 THE FORMER RIVER PORT

– TRANSHIPMENT FACILITY
Steam boats and barges ﬁrst appeared in Poznań in 1883.
At the time, the river port was small and modestly equipped. To increase the revenues of both the port and the city,

17

1a
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Fitted with state-of
-the-art equipment, the
transhipment facility
(north of Estkowskiego
Street) had the capacity
to handle approximately
80 barges at one time.

the authorities decided to upgrade the port. To that end, in
1902, they launched the construction of a major transhipment facility along Szyperska Street. The port was ﬁtted
with hoists, cranes, halls, a railway siding, granaries, private
storage facilities and a harbour master’s ofﬁce. The modernisation turned Poznań into a vibrant trading hub.

CAT

14 THE FORMER GROBLA GASWORKS,

WATERWORKS AND POWER STATION
In the 19th century, the world ofﬁcially ushered in the modern era. In Poznań, its beginning was symbolised by the
arrival of the gasworks in 1856. To ﬁnance its construction, the city issued special bonds. This remarkably sophiCoal for the gasworks was
initially shipped upriver
from the port of Szczecin.
Once a railway was built to
Silesia, this fossil fuel was
moved by rail.
18

sticated and immense facility changed the face of the city.
It brought gas lighting to city streets, public buildings and
private dwellings. To meet growing demand for utilities in
the gasworks area, the city also constructed waterworks
and a municipal power station.
Water from the river
was also used by the
power plant’s boiler
house. Resembling a
cathedral, the building
had three naves,
towering façades, tall
windows and a decorative top.
19

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
The train stops at stations:

PORTA POSNANIA
ul. Gdańska 2
(Tue.-Fri. 9am-6pm; Sat.-Sun.
10am-7pm; Mon. closed)
www.bramapoznania.pl

TERMY MALTAŃSKIE
(waterpark)
ul. Termalna 1
www.termymaltanskie.com.pl

MALTANKA PARK RAILWAY
The train operates daily in the
summer 10am-7pm (AprilOctober) every 30 minutes
and every hour on weekends.

NEW ZOO
ul. Krańcowa 81
www.zoo.poznan.pl

2a

With us, you are certain to reach your destination!
Set out on a trail to the most fascinating parts of Poznań.
To help you along the way, we have prepared a series
of folders, a website and a guidebook.

...................................................

Short of time? Take advantage of our main routes
(Cathedral Island, Old Town and City Centre).

...................................................

Have the stories you have heard sparked your interest?
Go on an extra tour on our secondary (Śródka /
Chwaliszewo, St. Adalbert Hill / Piaski / Grobla,
City Center routes) or thematic routes.

...................................................

You can ﬁnd all information on our mobile-friendly
website at www.trakt.poznan.pl
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THEDRAL ISLAND

TOURIST ROUTES:
CATHEDRAL ISLAND, ŚRÓDKA,
CHWALISZEWO
The Royal-Imperial Route
The Route symbol placed along its course helps
ﬁnd one’s bearings around the city.
main route: Cathedral Island
secondary route: Śródka district
secondary route: Chwaliszewo district
tram line along the Royal-Imperial Route
Trams are available that make it easy to move quickly
along the Royal-Imperial Route.
Poznań City Bike station
City bikes are a convenient alternative to touring
the Royal-Imperial Route on foot.
lifering
The information panels include a map and descriptions
of each part of the Royal-Imperial Route.
tourist information
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route connecting Berlin and
Warsaw.
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12 THE OLD WARTA RIVER BED

AND SECTIONS OF THE FLOOD WALL
Wielkopolska industrialists and farmers needed a gateway
to the world. They chose the Warta as a route for shipping
locally manufactured goods. In 1873, a Warta regulation
project was launched to make the river navigable. The project formed part of a larger plan for expanding Prussia’s
watercourse network. The river offered an affordable and
easy route to the capital city of Berlin and the seaports of
Szczecin and Hamburg.
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In 1968, to improve ﬂood
control and with the river
port already shut down,
the city ﬁlled the river
bed section that cut into
developed areas.

The Warta provided Poznań with income, however, it also posed a serious threat. To avoid ﬂood disasters, a major project
was carried out in Chwaliszewo in the early 20th century
to artiﬁcially elevate the
island and erect massive
dikes and ﬂood walls.
Parts of the ﬂood wall
can still be seen along
Czartoria Street.
16

13 THE FORMER RIVER PORT

– TRANSHIPMENT FACILITY
Steam boats and barges ﬁrst appeared in Poznań in 1883.
At the time, the river port was small and modestly equipped. To increase the revenues of both the port and the city,
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1b

Fitted with state-of
-the-art equipment, the
transhipment facility
(north of Estkowskiego
Street) had the capacity
to handle approximately
80 barges at one time.

